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S1. The deviation of Equation (1)–(4) in the main text through the cooperative coordinate
method (CCM)
The normalized vector for the direction of magnetization is described as:

mL  (sin L cosL ,sin L sin  L ,cosL ) ,

mU  (sin U cosU ,sin U sin U ,cosU ) .
Here, the subscript L and U represent the lower and upper layers. The polar angle θ and
the azimuthal angle φ are included in the ansatz for the DW magnetization for the lower and
upper layer [1]:

 L  2arctan{exp[( x  qL ) /  L ]} ,  L   L (t )
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U  2arctan{exp[( x  qU ) /  L ]}   , U  U (t )
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Here t is time, and q means the central position, and
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are the width of the DWs for the lower and upper layers, respectively. Here A, μ0, MS, and K
are the exchange stiffness constant, vacuum permeability, saturation magnetization, and
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy constant for the PMA film, respectively.
The Thiele equation for the DW motion is derived via the Lagrangian approach. Let l be
the Lagrangian density function of the bilayer system and it can be expressed as follow,
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( qL  qU )2  ts2

[sin  L sin U cos( L  U )  cos  L cos U ]

Here, Eex, Ea, Ed, and EDM represent the inter-layer exchange energy density, the uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy energy density, the demagnetization energy density, and the DMI energy
density. In the Lagrangian density function, N L  tL ln 2 / (L ), N U  tU ln 2 / (U ) [2]. Here tL,
x
x
tU, and ts are the thickness of the lower layer, the upper layer, and the thickness of the NM layer,
respectively.
The dissipation density function fd should also be included to depict the dissipation of the
bilayer system:
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sin i cos i sin i )i }

Here α is the damping coefficient, and HSO is the effective magnetic field of SOT as depicted
in the Equation (7) in the main text.
The Lagrangian (L) and Rayleigh dissipation function (F) were determined by integrating
l and fd with respect to the entire space region for the track. The Thiele equations (Equation (1)–
(4) in the main text) are finally deduced using the Lagrange–Rayleigh equation:
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S2. The duration time of the rising and falling edges as a function of magnetic parameters
Our simulation result indicates that the time for the rising edge is almost the same as that
for the falling edge. As indicated in Figure S1, the time for the rising/falling edge can be reduced
by increasing the damping coefficient, the DMI constant, and the interlayer exchange coupling,
or by narrowing the gap of the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy constants of the two layers. This
time can be smaller than 0.3 ns, which is much shorter than the period of the pulse in current
electronic device. Therefore, the relaxation when the current is turned on or off does not
influence the reading process significantly.

Figure S1. The variation of the time of the rising (falling) edges with different magnetic
parameters, including (a) the damping factor (Jex = −2 × 10−4 J/m2, D = 0.75 mJ/m2, Kup = 6 × 105
J/m3, Klow = 2 × 105 J/m3), (b) the DMI constant D (Jex = −2 × 10−4 J/m2, α = 0.1, Kup = 6 × 105 J/m3, Klow
= 2 × 105 J/m3), (c) the interlayer exchange coupling (Jex) (α = 0.03, D = 0.75 mJ/m2, Kup = 6 × 105
J/m3, Klow = 2 × 105 J/m3), and (d) the uniaxial-anisotropy constant for the upper layer (α = 0.03,
D = 0.75 mJ/m2, Jex = −2 × 10−4 J/m2, Klow = 2 × 105 J/m3).
S3. The comparison of the DW motion induced by STT and SOT

Figure S2. (a) The snapshots for the paired DWs driven by STT and SOT under the same current
and other magnetic parameters, and (b) the temporal central positions of the upper and lower
layers driven by STT and SOT (Jex = −2.5 × 10−4 J/m2, D = 0.75 mJ/m2, Kup = 6 × 105 J/m3, Klow = 2.5
× 105 J/m3)
The motion of the paired DWs driven by SOT was compared with that by STT under the
same current density and other parameters. In the STT case, we assume the nonadiabatic factor
(β) equals the damping coefficient α. In this case, the DW may move very fast [3]. Our
simulation results are shown in Figure S2 indicates that the velocity of DW driven by STT is
obviously smaller than that by SOT under the same current density and other parameters. In
addition, the staggered domain region was only observed in the SOT case. In a real multilayer,

the DW driven by STT can be even slower since the β is hard to estimate and the shunt of the
current in different layers may be considered. In addition, it is also widely reported that the
STT has a negligible contribution to the DW motion in the ultrathin HM/FM film [3–7].
Therefore, in the main text, we only consider the contribution from the SOT effect but neglect
the STT effect.
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